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Abstract

This paper describes the algorithm for the prediction

calculation based upon the non-linear algebraic models’

self-organization. special block for a fimction

recognition provides the decrease of the predicted

equations exhaustive search at every stage of model

building. Another peculiarity is the bootstrap use as

supplementary external criterion. The implementation of

this algorithm is a complex software system (calculating

module is built in AFL*PLUS and user-friendly interhce

is built in Clipper 5.01). This system works as DOS-
application for Windows with dynamic data exchange. We

present results of testing the system on real currency

exchange rate.

Introduction

The problem of response extrapolation on

unachievable factor space for observation is very important

for scientific investigations, any technological process

optimisatiom medicine, economics, ecology, and so on.

This task has no general solution at present. The results

may be obtained with development of computer

technology and heuristic methods. The group method of

data handling (GMDH) [1] is one of the heuristic methods

which are based on the self-organization theory. This

theory postulates the existence of the optimal model as a

result of model search with advisable criterion use. The

traditional regression analysis uses the method of

least squares as internal search criterion whereas

GMDH is based on the use of an external criterion (the
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input data is used here, it is not used in parametric

model identification).

The heuristic character of models’ self-organization is

exhibited at the choice of support fnnctions, variables’

standardization and so on. So, a method is heuristic if it

is based on the use of rules, methods and simplifications

that summmize all investigator’s experience.

The algorithm of prediction calculation based on

models’ self-organization is described below.

1. Description of Algorithm for Consecutive
Picking Out Trends

1.1. The Main Ideas

It is assumed that all investigated fimctions are

subjected to some deterministic laws and have not

structural alteration on the prediction interval. It is also

assumed that the data obtained previously reflect all

peculiarities of the phenomenon. In this case, the

process dynamics can be expressed in the following way:

y(~) = ! .f. (@,O (1)
j=l~

where y is a response vrdne,

f is an independent variable (argument),

f is a prescribed fnnctiou

@ is a parameter vector of model (l),

k is the number of optimal model
members.

The optirnaI model must qualitatively describe the

promss of “pm-history” in agreement with the ieast

squares criterion (interpolation) and it must provide a

satisfactory response on the forecasting interval

(extrapolation). The optimal model complication is equal

or less than investigated objeet complication. It is
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impossible to @i@ these conditions simultaneously if

all sampling points will be used equally likely, indeed

errors will tend to zero unrestrictedly with model

complication increase while predicted values will not be

stable. To avoid this contradictio~ a certain part of

sampling points is to be used for the model quality

anrdysis. The algorithm demands to partition the sample

for the training and testing. The model is built on the

training part of the sample and is verified on the testing

one. Partitioning is not a formalized procedure. It is

influenced by the experience and intuition of

investigator. Moreover, this fmor can be decisive in the

search for solution.

The set of support models is deilned beforehand.

The fimctions involved in (1) are chosen tiom this set

at identification. Then the residual calculation is

performed:

,,
e, =Y -Y I-I

(2)

.

where ~1 is approximation of (1) afier l-iteratiou

/=1, ....k.

This procedure is repeated as long as least squares will

become minimal in the testing part of the sample.

1.2. Efficient Algorithm

A se~ U, of the continuous twice differentiable

fimctions, {C 2 }, is used in the scheme described above as

support models:

Obviously, the exhaustive search of all U-fimctions
leads to a significant decreaw of computational

efficiency. In order to restrict the number of

combinations, a spxial block for recognition of residual

type is provided. It is assumed that residuals can be

referred to one of five groups of functions:

- increasing convex upwards

- increasing concave

- decreasing convex upwards

- decreasing concave
. .

~tz

The group is selected at random manner in agreement
with a 2x2 probability ma% P. This matrix is obtnined

as a result of three consecutive residual values step by step

analysis. P is formed in such a manner that:

- each second value is taken from three and it is

compared with the preceding value and next outy

- the result is accumulated in the matrix element that

is responsible for the concrete function type;

- the matrix is reduced to fultWng normality condition

form

2

z
pi,j = 1

f,J=l

(4)

The choice probability of certain subset u from U is
determined by the corresponding element of probability

matrix. Elements of the main diagonal are responsible for

increasing and decreasing fimction types. The &gree of

oscillation is defined by elements of the secondary

diagonal.

The randomization is used in order to keep fkeedom

of choice (this principle is fimdamcntai for the sclf-

organization theory), because the desired function belongs

rarely to a unique type. As a rule, it is a mixture of the

certain number of types.

AU predicted fimctions are clustered in agnxment with

this classification% so that the number of computational

0pt3ZitiOllS decrease s to minimum.

After the class choice, the identificadon of its

composing models follows [2]. An estimation is

accomplished snccessi vely by three steps:

- approximate definition of the solution existence

dornairq

- global search procedure (by Monte Carlo method);

- accurate estimation by Marquardt method.

The second factor of the algorithm is the bootstrap [3]

used to decrease the sampling bias for the model

ixwameters’ estimates. The training (but not testing) jXUI of
sampling is multiplied repeatedly and the pseudo-

experimental data estimation allows to look at the process

from different points of view. It is important especially

when an analysis of the non-linear dynamic stochastic

processes iscarried outand the system analysed is too

complicate for supposition about the process statistical

characteristics. Analogous problems arise when the

number of sampling points is strictly limited and parallel

observations are absent. For example, it is impossible to

answer a priori whether the rate of exchange data is

mrupted by noise and to determine the quantity of this

noise. The same can be said about the weather shofi-term
forecasting, etc.
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One selectsfrom the bootstrap array the estimate

which minimizes the least squares on the testing part

of sampling. In this manner, bootstrap comes forward

as supplementary external criterion for model quality. T’his

method uses imitative experiments for maximum

likelihood keeping (that is to make the estimates obtained

agree as closely as possible).

2. Description of Algorithm Implementation

All items described above lead up to the following

- in connection with the algorithm complication and a

large number of calculation operations, the program may

be developed only with language providing program

maintenance flexibility, with great nurnker of iimctions

with high-level matrix-handling and so orL

- a specialist’s experience and intaition must be used

for prediction task because they can speed up optimal

model search. So developed program should have user-

friendty interface. In this case, it will allow to control

calculation proces$ to make input data preparation% to

present forecasting results in di.fTerent manner, to

accumulate these results for making prediction

precision in the future and so on,

- the possibility should exist to transfer prolonged

prediction task to background mode. This will allow to

carry out another work at the same time.

Taking into account these considerations, a complex

software called “PROGNOSIS” has been developed. It

consists of two programs - “Calculation” and “User

Interface”.

“Calculation” is built in APL*PLUS which makes

quick compa@ and elegant realization of the

complicated algori~ provides high computational

efficiency and allows to present the process in real-time

and graphics mode.
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“User Interhce” is built in Clipper 5.01 which is

specially designed fir user-friendly interhce develop-

ment with data base technology use. It provides the

following possibiliti~ hierarchical menu creatioy data

access, storage and retrieval; data modification and

sorting, preliminary data processing and so on.

APL and Clipper are interpreters and this circumstance

is a great advantage in our case. Execution of the APL

primitive “executew allows to add new objective fimctions

to the predicting models set. Moreover, it simplifies data

exchange between tasks: it is Sufficient to pass function

nmnbem and estimates (parameter values) as a

prediction resnl~ and the macro operator in Clipper that

allows rantime compilation of expressions will transf’

this result to the digital form.

Both programs can work as DOS-applications under

Windows 3.1 at the same time. Data exchange is

tmnspwt for user and is realised by files with an

-W dwel@ standard. SO, it is look-alike
Windows DDE-mechanism. Run-time environment

allows background processing of any task. Besides, it

allows to install job priority and so on.

3. Program Testing

Complex software “PROGNOSIS” has been

employed mcassWy for the pr ocessing of liquid-metal

technology experimental data. In particular, the critical

points for alkali metals’ have been calculated on

measurement results of density as fimction of temperature.

In agreement with Fisher’s ratio w these estimates have

been verified by independent values of dynamic viscosity.

This validation shows that representativeness of the

results dtained is higher than the ones from literature.
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Figure 1. Real data for 1993 and computation results of the optimal model

Here, we show the t@ of this program on a more

interesting example: a prediction of the US dollars versus

DM rate of exchange.

In this case, the use of this method is stipulated by

great complication of detailed economical simulation. On

the other han~ this task solution is very important from

the practieai point of view.

The model (1) building has been carried out on real

Reuters data, K in time intend, &, from January 13 to

December 10, 1993. It should be noted that sampling

is not sutfieient for the long-term foreeast (more than

20?+ horn observation time), beeause this data dkln’t

represent low-frequeney trends. Nevertheless, it was

expeeted that a short-term foreeast (next 2 weeks until

December 25) may be built.

The response has been standardized as a preiimimuy,

e.g. the foIlowing vector, Y: was analysed instead of

initial value K

Y,=Y -i
(5)

0=

where Y is the initial rate of exchange,

Y is sampling m-

cr.. is standard deviation.

Then the sample has been smoothed with a specially

developed algorithm [4]. “User Interf!aeew module instantly

(l).

makes such transformations with two key presses. After

that data has been used as “Calenlation” module inpu~

the training part took up 7(Y?Aof the sample size. As a

result of 10 hours computation on IBM PC 3S6, the

model (1) has been obtained and has accumulated 7

members.

It is interesting that the yearly trend is deseribed by the

following equation:

el =0.057 .exp(7.5.10-s .?) (6)

Real data and eompntation results of the optimal model

are shown on Fig. 1. Fig. 2 presents the values of relative

errors, d:

‘~ –J’w .~()(yy’6=
J’pr

where yr, Ypr are real and

(7)

predicted values in the

prediction intexvrd respectively,

For the calculation of the short-term forecast precision

criterion the following formula is used [ 1]:
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Figure 2. Relative error of the prediction intervrd.

5(Yri - YPrj )2
~ = i=l

? (8)

i~lJ’ri2

where n is the number of prediction points.

Prediction is good for RR <0.5, it is satisfactory for

RR s 0.8, and if RR >1 it is impossible to use the

forecasting model. It is RR <10-2 in our case that gives

excellent prediction.

The residuals belong to normal distribution

according to CO*-criterion. Sample mean equals to zero

according to Student criterion with confidence level

equalled to 0.01.

One can state that we have succeeded in identification

of determination component of process. Stochastic

component can be described by normal distribution N (O,

0.019).

CorWusions

The development

organization approach

h’

of a prediction models’ self-

is suggested. It is based on a

recognition block and bootstrap application. The program

designed on this basis allows to calculate forecasting

values for data of various physical nature.

Comfortable user environment is designed on the basis of

APL- and Clipper-module integration. The united

programmed complex works under Windows control.
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